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                                                             AGREEMENT 
 

Between Ekaterina Eremenko Films (hereinafter “EEFilms”) filming  for the film production titled Sigma Camp 

(working title, hereinafter “the production”) at Sigma Camp on August 13-20 

 

and parents of  

 

Last name, First Name:................................................................................. 

Age: ............................................................................................................. 
 

 
I herewith agree, that EEFilms is filming the movie production   (“the pictures”) of my son/daughter named above  and grant 

EEFilms (without limitation in time) the right to use these pictures, free of charge,  within the production and/or other similar 

productions and to exploit the pictures and/or the productions made thereof worldwide and in perpetuity in all audiovisual 

media now or hereafter known and to transfer these rights to third parties. In particular I herewith grant EEFilms. 

 

- the transmission rights, i.e. the right to render the pictures and/or the productions made thereof accessible to the public by way 

of broadcasts. This applies to an unlimited number of telecasts, to all possible transmission methods by way of all technical 

methods and irrespective of the legal form of the respective broadcasting station's manner of financing or of the legal 

relationship between the broadcasting station and the televiewer  

- the videogram rights, i. e. the right to reproduce (including digitalize) and distribute the pictures and the productions made 

thereof on all audiovisual systems of all types, existing or yet to be invented (e. g. narrow gauge  (cassette), video cassette, 

video tape, video disc, DVD, CD video, CD ROM, CD-I, laser-disc etc. or similar systems) 

- the theatrical rights (movie theatre/exhibition rights), i. e. the right to render the pictures and/or the productions made thereof 

publicly perceptible This includes the right to make the productions publicly perceptible at fairs, sales exhibitions, festivals and 

similar events. 

- the "on demand"- and “online”-rights i. e. the right to make the pictures and/or productions made thereof accessible to users 

via analog, digital or other data processing devices and via direct or indirect data procession, in a way that those users may 

receive the Production upon individual demand through a TV, computer or other reception device ("television on demand", 

"video on demand", databank on-line services etc.). 

- the rights to advertise and to use excerpts, i. e. the authorization to exploit excerpts from the pictures and/or the productions 

made thereof within the scope of rights granted in this Agreement for advertising purposes or within other programs of all 

technical medium as well as the right to advertise for the productions in the manner customary in the trade (e. g. on television, 

in cinemas, on videograms, or by using printed matter). 

- the adaptation and dubbing rights, i. e. the right to abridge and segment the pictures and/or the productions made thereof as 

well as to combine the same with other works, to change the title and/or to adapt the pictures and/or the productions made 

thereof in any other way and the exclusive right to dub, re-synchronize or postsynchronize the productions in any language or 

cause third parties to do so as well as to produce subtitled or voice-over versions.  

- the reproduction and distribution rights, i. e. the right to reproduce (including digitalize) and distribute the pictures and/or the 

productions made thereof at the zero one's discretion within the scope of the rights granted under this Agreement also on visual 

and sound records. 

-in line with current child protection policies, general good practice and conduct within society, it is necessary for the 

organisers of this event to gain permission to photograph/interview persons of 18 years and under. 

-as it is intended to make recordings and images of for the publications of EE films, you are requested to sign the 

following declaration. 

 

Name.................................. Date............................ 
 
........................................................................................................ 
Signature 


